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More challenges… 
• The expected impedances when working in developing 
nations where infrastructure and services are less than 
standard 
• Inaccessibility to training / skills improvement  
• Shortage of resources – personnel, funds, material 
goods, etc. for us and our partners 
 
Who is the Tuck Student Consulting 
Services? 
• Tuck Student Consulting Services (TSCS) is a student-
run organization at the Tuck School of Business at 
Dartmouth that connects graduate business students 
with local businesses and non-profit initiatives through 
volunteer consulting 
projects.http://clubs.tuck.dartmouth.edu/tscs/ 
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• Tuck Student Consulting Services (TSCS) is a student-
run organization at the Tuck School of Business at 
Dartmouth that connects graduate business students 
with local businesses and non-profit initiatives through 
volunteer consulting 
projects.http://clubs.tuck.dartmouth.edu/tscs/ 
• TSCS student teams works pro bono on key issues 
important to the organization. 
 
 
 
Our goal: 
• In Oct 2011, Love146 asked TSCS to help develop a 
strategy for engaging with NGO partners in Cambodia, 
which would include the following:  
 
-- identification and selection of partners 
-- partner onboarding and engagement, and 
-- partner exit strategy 
-- a reflection of best practices 
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• Practical 
– Needs to be intuitive, useful, simple to implement 
• Consistent 
– Information collected must be comparable, 
quantifiable, and transparent 
• Feedback 
– Ongoing tool to provide clear and ongoing support 
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Exit Strategy and Conversation 
Continuing on from the Partner 
Life Cycle… 
 
What happens when we need to 
have an “exit” conversation?   
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Exit Strategy and Conversation 
Benefits of new system: 
• Allows use of data from 
evaluation reports to take a 
strong and objective position 
• Highlights opportunities that the 
partner had to improve based on 
documented feedback 
• Offers structure and 
transparency  for key changes 
that the partner would have to 
implement in order to 
successfully re-apply for funding 
Thank you! 
Stephanie Goins 
• stephanie@love146.org 
• www.love146.org 
 
• For any forms or this ppt, feel free to email me. 
